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Introduction

The nature of evolution
All lifeforms evolve. Some are just better at it than others. We all know that 
in any given population, the fit individuals will have more influence over the 
next generation. What is hard to determine is of course why an individual is 
fitter than another. The very concept of evolution is often subject to misinter-
pretations and errors of thought. The idea in itself is so simple that it is al -
most hard to understand, yet so complex in its execution that even modern 
biology have not unveiled every secret. This a vast field, and this thesis deals 
with only a small part of it. 

Perspective
In the context of this thesis, evolution is the process that selects individuals 
to produce offspring based on hereditary traits, thus making the next genera-
tion in a population look different from the previous one in favour of more 
fit  parents'  offspring.  That  means that  evolution  will  have  a  tendency to 
make a population more adapted to its current environment, but although it is 
a  safe  bet,  you  can  never  be  completely  sure.  Due  to  randomness  or  a 
quickly changing environment, a population might not be as well suited as it 
might appear.

Populations and mutations
A population is a number of individuals competing for the same resources in 
the same environment at the same time.  Any given population will change 
during time when individuals are born or die.  The size of the population is 
the number of individuals that are members of that population. The effective 
population size is defined (Wright 1931, 1938) as the number of breeding in-
dividuals in an idealized population that would show the same amount of 
dispersion  of  allele  frequencies  under  random  genetic  drift  or  the  same 
amount of inbreeding as the population under consideration. By definition, 
this property is about how much difference there is between individuals in 
the same population. This is a very hard parameter to determine, since every 
relationship between individuals lowers the effective population size.  Hu-
mans are generally considered to have an effective population size of about 
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ten  thousand,  but  even smaller  estimates  have  been  reported,  e.  g.  3100 
(Tenesa et al. 2007)

Organisms  are  constantly  subject  to  mistakes  in  the  replication  process 
which causes small changes in the genome; mutations. Mutations are almost 
always deleterious and damage the individual's chances of surviving until 
next generation, thus lowering the chances of its genes to spread. However, 
this is also one of the prerequisites for evolution; mutations introduce slight 
changes which from time to time prove useful and improve the fitness of the 
individual they occurred in.  In fact, changing your genome is crucial to fit 
the new conditions. Being unable to change means you are unable to adapt, 
which of course leads to extinction in the long run. However, if too many de-
leterious mutations accumulate in the population it could lead to a mutational 
meltdown and a fitness loss leading to extinction of the species (Lynch et al. 
1996). 

If a mutation occurs in one of the proof-reading systems, it can damage the 
cell's ability to correct mutations and keep the DNA stable. This makes the 
individual and its offspring more error prone and susceptible to even more 
mutations. Up to a hundred or even thousand times the normal mutation rate 
have been observed (Sniegowski et al. 1997; Björkholm et al. 2001) in these 
so called mutators when whole repair systems are destroyed.  This higher 
mutation rate is almost always deleterious to the individual and damages its 
DNA. However, mutators can be brought to fixation by hitchhiking with ad-
aptive mutations  (Taddei et al 1997; Shaver et al 2002; Tanaka et al 2003; 
Palmer och Lipsitch 2006; André och Godelle 2006; Wylie et al 2009). There 
are also some benefits to the population as a whole from containing mutat-
ors. In case of a selective sweep or a bottle neck effect where the environ-
ment changes drastically, a mutator can use its high mutation rate to adapt  
faster to the new conditions. This means that it might be evolutionary good 
for the population to have some mutators in it or to be able to develop mutat-
ors quickly. 

So how do these mutators fare? They certainly can be good to have in case 
of large environmental changes, but when that is passed, they have to be re-
moved from the population in order to adapt to the new stable conditions.  
Once the needed mutations are obtained, they will quickly spread and over-
take the population and in this new environment the mutators are no longer 
needed and it is dangerous for the population to keep these in high numbers 
due to accumulation of too many deleterious mutations too fast. This means 
that there will be selection for getting rid of the mutator trait and/or com-
pensating for other deleterious mutations. 
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However, there are also antimutators observed. These individuals carry a sig-
nificantly lower mutation rate (Fijalkowska et al. 1993), which means that 
mutation  rates  are  both  adjustable  and subject  to  selection  (Taddei  et  al. 
1997; Sniegowski et al. 2000; De Visser 2002). This is something that might 
cause the mutation rate to be relatively constant during stable conditions and 
still containing the possibility of great change when needed.
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Modelling biological systems – Representing 
nature

As with any notoriously complex system, there is a huge gain from using 
models, simulations and probabilities. A computer simulation makes millions 
of years of evolution possible to study in a matter of hours. In order to do 
this you must however have a good model of the system you are studying. 
That means identifying the proper parameters,  variables and dependencies 
that  constitute  the system. Some factors  can be easily  interpreted as  real 
physical entities like years and individuals, whereas most are simplifications 
and mathematical constructions. 

The perhaps most crucial one is the population, which basically is a set of in-
dividuals assumed to compete for the same resources. There are a number of  
parameters associated with the population, such as generations and  size. The 
population's size is modelled as a constant. This might seem counter-intuit-
ive, but as I only look at frequencies and rates and never the explicit number 
of individuals, it actually has some benefits. One advantage is that time can 
be measured in generations. When a number of newly replicated individuals 
equal to the population size have been generated, on average the entire popu-
lation has been replaced, which is very close to what one would think of as a  
generation. There is also no good way of knowing the exact way to vary the 
population size, if it had been allowed to vary. As soon as enough replication 
events  (equal  to  the  population  size)  have  occurred,   a  generation  have 
passed, regardless of the actual individuals involved.

Another very important feature of the population is its method of replication. 
If recombination occurs, one has to decide how to represent the mixing in 
the model. If it does not, one has to think about the implications of that too. 
We have chosen to represent sexual reproduction as if all mutations can mix 
and spread independently and freely in the population. Asexual reproduction 
is modelled without any recombination and with a linkage between muta-
tions strong enough to never separate mutations in the same genome.

In every population, the dynamics is caused by the set of individuals cur-
rently constituting the population being replaced by their offspring. In every 
new generation the most fit individuals contribute more to the offspring in 
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general. However, in any given generation there is always a possibility of a  
lesser fit individual having more offspring just by chance. 

In the population, the different individuals' abilities to replicate is that indi-
vidual's fitness. An individual is said to have zero fitness if it by no means at 
all will have its genes present in the next generation. At the start of time, all 
(identical) individuals in the population are assumed to have a fitness of one. 
This is the starting point and any deleterious mutation will cause fitness for 
the victim individual to be lowered. This definition of fitness means that the 
probability of contributing to the next generation is proportional to an indi-
vidual's fitness. This means that if every individual in the population has the 
exact same fitness, all share the same probability to be represented in the 
next generation. The fitness can be altered by introducing a mutation into an 
individual. This is usually modelled as multiplying the fitness by a number 
lower than one for a deleterious mutation or by a number higher than one for 
selective mutations. 

A mutation is an alteration of the DNA, one or more bases that are elimin-
ated or changed. Mutations are usually bad for the individual it occurs in 
since the risk of a random alteration of a gene being a change for the worse 
is very large. Although the newly replicated strands of DNA are proof-read 
by several enzymes, mistakes do (and should) happen. Mismatches and other 
errors are most likely to emerge naturally during replication, when the DNA 
is unwound and exposed. In an asexual population, where no recombination 
occurs, an individual usually splits in two using one old and one newly pro-
duced strand of DNA in each daughter cell. This means that mutations can 
freely be introduced into either of the two individuals with the same probab-
ility. In my models, the deleterious mutations are defined as lowering the fit-
ness of the individual, thus lowering its chances to propagate its genome in 
the next generation. 

Population descriptions

Wright-Fisher model
A Wright-Fisher population model  (Fisher, 1930;  Wright, 1931) assumes a 
constant population size and non-overlapping generations. In each genera-
tion, all individuals are replaced by sampling from an infinite pool. In my 
work,  this  population  model  is  used  mainly  in  conjunction  with  Haigh's 
model of Muller's ratchet (Haigh, 1978), but also to compare the simulation 
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results to those from sexual populations. This approach keeps track of exact 
generations, which is easy to implement and comprehend.

The sampling process in a Wright-Fisher model picks an individual with a 
probability  proportional  to  fitness.  All  individuals  in  the  population  are 
sampled from the same distribution and the population is updated all at once, 
which means that there is no difference between being first or last to be se-
lected for replication.

Moran model
A Moran model (Moran, 1958) also assumes a constant population size, but 
differs in that the generations are continuous and overlapping. This model is 
used when performing individual based simulations, since it matches the bio-
logical reality for an asexual organism more closely. This is due to asexual 
populations usually not replicating in synch. However, since there is nothing 
keeping exact track of the generations, they have to be calculated from other 
times in some way.

The sampling of the Moran model is about selecting the one individual with 
the shortest time until replication, based on the replication rate (which is pro-
portional  to  the  fitness).  This  individual  is  then  replicated  and  possibly 
mutated before updating the population. This means that the next individual 
will be sampled from a slightly different distribution. Since the distribution 
has to be recalculated every time an individual replicates,  this  is a rather 
time-consuming process, but it has the advantage when the distribution of 
the individuals in the next generation is very hard to calculate.

Comparison
The benefit of using two different descriptions is that, if the results match, 
they are probably correct, at least computationally. The main problem is to 
formulate them so that they can be accurately compared. Theory shows that 
the two models should have equivalent properties for the same mutational 
rates and selection coefficients if the population size in the Moran model is 
equal to twice that of the Wright-Fisher model  (Waterson, 1975; Ewens, 
1979). This was tested to verify that the models were interchangeable, and 
the test also served to bug-check the programs used to perform the simula-
tions.
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Accumulation of mutations and Muller's ratchet

Background
Muller's ratchet is a process in which deleterious mutations accumulate in a 
non-recombining population  (Muller 1964; Felsenstein 1974; Haigh 1978). 
The lack of recombination makes the most fit individual impossible to recre-
ate once it has been lost, except through back-mutations. These back-muta-
tions are almost always very rare since they require an exact reversal of the 
mutation in question. The fitness loss in the population from these mutations 
is not due to fixation of any specific mutation, but rather a specific fitness ef-
fect. Thus, the ratchet is said to have “clicked”, when the single best indi-
vidual is lost from the population, regardless of how and which mutations 
the rest have accumulated. A click of the ratchet lowers the competition in 
the population and genomes previously too unfit will now have an increased 
likelihood to survive. Since no reversal is really possible, this process then 
starts over again. The now less fit population will be subject to the same risk 
of losing the most fit individual and this will eventually bring the entire spe-
cies to its doom if nothing stops the ratchet from clicking. 

But what makes a ratchet click? Surely all organisms subject to a wildly run-
ning ratchet have gone extinct during the passage of time. The organisms 
today are either recombining or have other ways of stalling the ratchet. For 
instance, the ratchet stops if certain conditions on the population size, muta-
tion rate or selection coefficients are met. The DNA replication process is 
not devoid of errors, and a mutation that causes the proof reading to be less 
efficient would cause an elevated mutation rate. Such a mutator mutation can 
increase the mutation rate by several orders of magnitude, and if it gets fixed 
in the population it may restart a stalled ratchet thereby pushing the species 
towards doom.
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Figure 1: From left to right, this population of ten individuals will go from genera-
tion one through ten where one column is one generation. The fitness range from 
perfectly fit (blue) to very damaged (red). Every deleterious mutation that emerges 
will make the new individual more red. The offspring in each generation will be to  
the left of the previous column. If an individual is too unfit to replicate, its offspring 
will be replaced with the offspring of one of the other, more fit, individuals. Thus 
sometimes the next generation will seem more blue than its predecessor.

Models

Haigh's model
The starting point of this work is a model introduced by Haigh (1978), which 
describes the behaviour of Muller's ratchet in a population where all muta-
tions have the same effect on fitness. The idea of the model is to divide the 
population into different classes defined by how many mutations each indi-
vidual contains. In each generation, individuals propagate with a frequency 
proportional to their fitness, which introduces selection into the model. If the 
population size is kept constant in each generation, the average sizes of the 
classes will be Poisson-distributed with a mean that is equal to the rate of 
mutation divided by the selection coefficient. The next generation is created 
by sampling the current distribution, and the process is repeated for the the 
desired number of generations. In Haigh's model, an individual that carries k 
mutations with the negative effect s on fitness from each single mutation will 
have the fitness (1-s)k. Also, U is the mutation rate and T is the total fitness 
of all individuals in the population which gives the following distribution in 
the next generation: 

P k = ∑
i=0

k

X k−i ⋅ (1−s)k −i ⋅ e−U U i

i!
/ T (1)
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Fixation in a recombining population
In 1962, Motoo Kimura derived an expression for the rate by which muta-
tions get fixed in a population that recombines freely (Eq 2). It consists of 
the probability that one mutation gets fixed in the population times the rate, 
UN, with which mutations occur in the population. 

R I=
2 UNs

e2 Ns−1
(2)

N is the effective population size, -s is the selection coefficient, and U is the 
mutation rate. If there were no linkage between different mutations, all types 
of mutations would accumulate according to this expression.

This is useful since Eq 2 also sets the lowest possible rate of clicking in a  
ratchet. In fact, the rate of independent fixations should only be equal to the 
ratchet rate if the ratchet does not work at all. However, in a system where  
the ratchet is stalled or near neutral, Eq 2 is a good approximation of the 
click rate. This expression thus provides a baseline, which is useful in de-
termining whether or not two or more ratchets present in the same system ac-
tually do affect each other significantly. If the click rate for a slow clicking 
or near neutral ratchet in a multi-ratchet system is significantly higher than 
expected from eq 1, it is probably influenced by another ratchet.

Most mutations will have different effects on the organism. Recently, distri-
butions of fitness effects have been estimated for a number of different or-
ganisms, such as Drosophila and human (Eyre-Walker et al. 2006; Loewe et 
al. 2006). While a gamma distribution in many cases seems to fit data reas-
onably well, I usually consider the simplest case where the selection coeffi-
cients are exponentially distributed.

ρ(s) = 1

s̄ (1−e−1/ s̄)
e−s / s̄ ≈ 1

s̄
e− s/ s̄

(3)

Methods - programming
The different population descriptions outlined above was set up in Fortran 90 
using a multidimensional array where all individuals in the population were 
represented with individual  fitness  and mutation  rate.  Also,  all  mutations 
currently in an individual had to be represented for every individual. This 
made for a rather large structure, which used a lot of memory on the com-
puter.  When  the  system  was  evolved  through  time  all  these  parameters 
changed, and recording them all quickly filled all hard drives. Thus it was 
necessary to reduce the amount of data saved in each time step. This made it  
necessary to balance computational speed, accuracy and data storage.
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Classes and generations
If one considers any model based on Haigh's ideas, all mutations are con-
sidered to have the same effect on fitness. This makes it easy to represent the 
entire population using only the number of individuals carrying a certain 
number of mutations. It also makes it possible to update the population gen-
eration-wise, using the distribution of individuals as a base for sampling the 
individuals of the next generation. This makes the programming all about 
calculating and sampling the distribution, which in terms of running the pro-
gram is very fast. However, as the computational time increases exponen-
tially with every type of mutation allowed to emerge in the population, it is 
unsuitable for models containing several different mutation effects.

Distribution of selective effects
In the case of mutations having selection coefficients taken from a continu-
ous  distribution,  every  mutation  could  be  said  to  be  its  own  class.  This 
means that there is no way to calculate the distribution of individuals in the 
next generation. Thus, a Monte Carlo model with every replication explicitly 
represented was used. This meant that the fitness of every individual had to 
be saved to determine which individual that were to replicate in every time-
step. While time consuming, it allowed us to use any composition of selec-
tion coefficients and mutation rates. 

In every iteration all individuals were assigned a probability to replicate that 
was proportional to that individual's fitness. To have room for a replication, 
another individual had to be expelled from the population. This was done by 
complete  randomness  and  the  replicating  individual  was  copied  into  the 
space of the removed one, i.e. copying the fitness value and mutation rate. 
After this step mutations were introduced into the new individuals with rate 
U. To save space, new mutations were  introduced by sampling an  s-value 
from the exponential distribution and multiplying the replicated individual's 
fitness by (1-s).
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Summary of the papers

Paper I – Muller's ratchet with different kinds of 
mutations

A natural first step in expanding the Haigh model system would be to allow 
two separate types of mutations to arise in the same population, independ-
ently of each other. The only link between the two types would be that they 
both affect the fitness of the organism. If one imagines that all individuals in 
a population of size N begins with zero deleterious mutations, the number of 
individuals carrying each type of mutations can be described by Figure 2a.

a) b)

Figure 2: Distribution of cells with different number of mutations 
in either of two types. The total population size is N cells. Two 
time points are shown, time zero (panel a) and some arbitrary time 
point (panel b).

In Figure 2, the two axes denote the number of mutations of each type and 
the number in each cell of the matrix indicate the number of individuals in 
the population carrying exactly that configuration of mutations. 

When time passes, some individuals will pick up mutations and eventually 
all individuals not carrying a mutation will be lost and the ratchet will click. 
Figure 2b shows a possible distribution, which might arise at some point dur-
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T 1: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ⋯

T 2: 0 N 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⋯
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⋯
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⋯
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⋯
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⋯
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⋯
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⋯
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱

T 1: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ⋯

T 2: 0 0 0 0 2 16 63 41 ⋯
1 0 0 0 8 25 43 26 ⋯
2 0 0 1 5 14 23 16 ⋯
3 0 0 0 1 11 14 13 ⋯
4 0 0 1 0 5 6 9 ⋯
5 0 0 0 0 1 4 2 ⋯
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⋯
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱



ing the evolution of the system. In this example,  the first type of mutations 
(shown along the x-direction of the matrix) have clicked twice. The two first 
columns will remain empty for the duration of the simulation. Naturally, the 
ratchet might have different speed for the two types of mutations, depending 
on their rate of appearance and effect on the fitness of the affected individu-
al. In the example, the x-oriented ratchet seems to be clicking faster, indicat-
ing that the y-oriented mutation confers a more severe effect on fitness, has a 
slower rate of mutation, or both. 

Although it is possible to track the progress of the ratchet separately in each 
type of mutations, previous studies show that there is a strong connection 
between the two ratchets. Thus they cannot be treated on their own, even if 
one of the ratchets never clicks. That particular case is known as background 
selection (Charlesworth, 1994; Stephan et al. 1999), and it has been shown 
that deleterious mutations, which are too strongly counterselected to accu-
mulate themselves, increase the accumulation rate of weakly counterselected 
mutations by reducing the effective population size.

In the literature, several models and calculations describing the ratchet  have 
been presented.  Most  numerical  simulations  (Haigh,  1978) and analytical 
diffusion models (Stephan et  al.  1993; Gordo and Charlesworth, 2000a,b; 
Stephan and Kim, 2002) use the assumption that all deleterious effects are of 
equal strength. Though there are models based on a distribution of effects 
(Butcher, 1995, Gessler and Xu, 1999), these are the exceptions. Thus, the 
effects on fitness from non-identical mutations is not yet fully explored. Pa-
per I addresses this issue by studying models of increasing complexity. By 
expanding the number of different types of mutations available in a popula-
tion from one to two, further to ten and finally to a continuous distribution of 
selective effects,  Paper I increases  the understanding of the nature of the 
ratchet process and, as a consequence, also extends the usefulness of existing 
models that treat all mutations as identical.

Models

One type of mutations
To provide a solid point of reference, a system with identical mutations was 
modelled using Haigh's representation as outlined above. This is done by 
sampling  N individuals from a distribution that represents the infinite gene 
pool. This sample will constitute the next generation of the population, and 
since the sample is finite, it will no longer have an exact Poisson distribu-
tion. Rather, it will be subject to stochastic variation. The number of indi-
viduals in each class in this new generation goes in as coefficients to the 
gene pool distribution for the next generation. If the best class is lost due to 
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the stochastic sampling, the ratchet has clicked. This process is repeated until 
a sufficient number of generations and clicks has passed, so that the speed of 
the ratchet can be determined with desirable accuracy.

Two types of mutations
In reality, no mutations will have identical effects. To begin to account for 
this, it is convenient to first expand the one-dimensional model to two di-
mensions. This yields a system with two types of mutations accumulating in 
the same population. One can treat the two types as two distinct ratchets with 
the only connection being that they reside in the same population. This will 
make the distribution of the mutation appearance follow a two dimensional 
Poisson distribution. 

Following the same procedure as for the one dimensional case, there is a 
pseudo-stationary  distribution  that  will  occasionally  be  disrupted  by  the 
stochastic loss of the best class with respect to either mutation. This will 
cause the two ratchets to click in the same population and thus cooperate to 
reduce the fitness of the organism over time.  

Ten types of mutations
As the next step of expanding the description, I chose a model where ten dif-
ferent types of mutations are possible. This introduced the problem of trying 
to construct a ten-dimensional Poisson distribution, which proved to be very 
inefficient in computational terms. Thus, a new approach was needed. For 
this model, tracking each individual explicitly and introducing mutations in 
each division step proved faster than using the class based description. This 
model was simulated using an individual based approach, where the funda-
mental step was a single cell division rather than a direct transition from one 
generation to the next. Fitness was assigned to each individual based on the 
number of mutations it carried and their respective selection coefficients. In 
proportion to its fitness, each individual received a probability to proliferate 
and the sum of probabilities for all individuals was normalized to one. In 
each time step, one cell reproduces itself and its progeny replaces one ran-
dom individual. Thus, all cells die with the same rate, and all selection acts 
in the growth step. During replication, mutations were introduced into the 
cell, with the number and type of mutation being dependent on the mutation-
al rate for the different mutational types. 

Continuous distribution of selective effects
However, in order to more closely mimic the situation in nature, a model that 
uses a continuous distribution of selective effects was developed. This sys-
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tem does not express an explicit ratchet, but in principle the behaviour is the 
same. When the best individual picks up a mutation, that event lowers the 
fitness of the best cell that will ever appear in the population henceforth, just 
as a regular click of the ratchet. This model is based on sampling each muta-
tion's selective effect from a distribution, which in this case is an exponential 
distribution. This will render it impossible to classify individual mutations 
the way we did earlier, as all are slightly different. However, there can be 
some simplifications made that virtually have the same effect. 

Results

One type of mutations
In both the model using distinct generations (Wright-Fisher) and the one us-
ing overlapping generations (Moran), one-dimensional studies were carried 
out in order to verify the implementation of the models by comparing them 
to each other and with results from the literature. The Moran model corres-
ponded in every way to a Wright-Fisher model with total population size 
equal to half of what was used in the Moran model. This is a mathematical 
property of the two models, since the resampling of the population in one 
case is continuous and discrete  in the other case (Waterson 1975,  Ewens 
1979). This property is extremely useful, since it allows for easy comparison 
between different models. Beyond the purpose of comparisons, one-dimen-
sional simulations were carried out as a test of various approximations of 
higher order models.

Two types of mutations
The modeling of the two-dimensional ratchet showed that the objective of 
making a generally applicable one-dimensional approximation was not ob-
tainable. In fact, it was shown that such an approximation was only possible 
to achieve in a very small interval.  Furthermore, it showed that for most 
parameters tested, the ratchets behave nearly independently. Using this ap-
proach for a large number of parameter values (data not shown), one could 
see that for most values the interference was negligible, which proved useful 
when expanding the number of dimensions to ten and later to a continuous 
distribution of deleterious effects.

Ten types of mutations
The main difference between the two-dimensional model and the ten-dimen-
sional  one is  that  in the case  of ten dimensions,  there is  no need for all 
ratchets to affect each other in order to see an effect on the rate of fitness  
loss. It is possible that each ratchet only interacts synergistically with one or 
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two others. This will be like having a cascade of two-dimensional ratchets 
working in parallel.  Introducing ten dimensions is  obviously one step to-
wards having all mutations being unique. For ten ratchets one could easily 
see that for some parameters, some of them had stopped clicking and some 
had not. This provided vital data on when a particular ratchet in an interfer-
ing system can be said to have stopped clicking and constituted a foundation 
for expanding the model to a broad range of deleterious effects. The results 
indicated that  the arbitrarily chosen limit of when a ratchet is considered 
stalled (R/U < 0.01, where R is the ratchet speed in clicks per generation) 
seemed to hold well even for several parallel ratchets in the same organism. 
This made it easy to transfer the conditions used to classify any number of 
ratchets as stalled or not, which was a necessity for the continuous distribu-
tion of selective effects.

Continuous distribution of selective effects
Effects of mutations could be categorised into three different categories. The 
first category contained the mutations that were too severe to stay in the pop-
ulation for more than a few generations. While not lethal, they do not click at 
all within reasonable time. They use resources and occupy spaces in the pop-
ulation, but quite soon they are  removed by selection.  Thus,  they can be 
viewed as empty spaces in the population and as such effectively lowering 
the population size through this back-ground selection. The second category 
are  mutations  that  are  deleterious  enough to be  counter-selected,  but  not 
enough to be so without having a substantial risk of fixation rather than be-
ing purged from the population. These are the mutations that are of subject to 
the largest effect of Muller's ratchet. The third category contains the muta-
tions that have such a small fitness effect that they accumulate almost inde-
pendently, as neutral mutations would. The ratchet have little effect on muta-
tions that already accumulate fast and they have little effect on the rest of the 
population.

The results from these simulations indicate that the principle of classifying 
the different mutations based on their expected behaviour worked incredibly 
well. The difference between a full simulation of all individual effects and a 
sum of the three classes modelled as three one-dimensional ratchets differed 
by at most 20% and in most cases much less. This means that it is possible to 
approximate a whole distribution of deleterious effects using the fitness loss 
from the near-independent clicks of category 3, the one-dimensional ratchet 
of category 2 and the background selection from category 1. The method of 
calculating each category is described in detail in Paper I, and I will just  
stress the fact that this in most cases can be done without even having to 
simulate  anything;  the  expressions  themselves  are  often accurate  enough. 
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However, even if it is not possible or feasible to analytically calculate the fit-
ness loss, the simulation time needed to obtain the answer will be tremend-
ously reduced compared to simulating the complete system.

Conclusions
We found that all mutations can be classified into one of three categories. 
The boundries for the categories seemed to fit 1 < sNeb < 4, with category 1 
carrying the large sNeb, category 2 the intermediate and category 3 the small 
effects. The categorisation method made it possible to calculate the effective 
population size from the following implicit equation: 

N eb

N
= exp(−U

s
∫

4/N eb s̄

1 / s̄
e− x

x
dx) (4)

This is the effective population size from background selection when muta-
tions have exponentially distributed effects. This is important because the ef-
fective population size greatly influences other evolutionary parameters such 
as the overall mutation rate and fitness in the population such that usually 
UNeb and sNeb are present in relations rather than U or s. 

With a continuous distribution of selective effects, “clicks” of the ratchet is 
not a relevant concept. The ratchet effects are better described by the rate of  
fitness loss. From the three categories this can be expressed as follows: 

〈 sR 〉 = ( 3
4

ln ( 3U
s̄ )+1) U

s̄ N eb
2

if s̄ N eb > 20, 0.3 <
U
s̄

< 1000

(5)

These relations are also useful when calculating the fitness in other contexts, 
such as the effects studied in paper III.
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Paper II – Changing the mutation rate 
Paper II deals with the effects on fitness and ratchet speed from changing the 
mutation rate. The model used is a direct expansion of the model used in pa-
per I. The addition in itself is that the  mutations can sometimes affect the 
mutation rate or be lethal, with some probability. This will have effects on 
both an individual cell line's fitness and the entire population's, but exactly 
how? 

Mistakes in the replication process is one of the prerequisites for evolution, 
but most mutations damage the individual and the actual rate at which muta-
tions are introduced in the system have to be regulated in some way, or the 
entire species would go extinct within a couple of generations due to an ever 
decreasing fitness. This is done by various repair systems in the cell that en-
sure a more stable replication and keeps the mutation rate at bay since an er-
ror that is repaired never really becomes a mutation. However, if this repair  
system is damaged somehow, large alterations of the mutation rate could en-
sue.
 
For an individual an altered mutation rate affects the rate at which it will be 
subject to additional mutations. In each replication there is now not only a 
possibility of picking up deleterious mutations, but also a possibility of the 
mutation rate itself changing. This means that the next generation could actu-
ally have a slower rate of decay and thus in a a way be more fit, even if  
changes in the mutation rate in themselves were neutral. This is due to an in-
creased mutation rate killing a cell line faster with deleterious mutations and 
vice versa. An elevated mutation rate speeds up fitness deterioration and a 
lowered mutation rate slows it down. However, the increased mutation rate 
can not be explained as just another deleterious mutation because it primarily 
increases the risk of acquiring other mutations, good and bad.

An increased mutation rate that becomes fixed in a population affects the fit-
ness by its effects on the emergence of other deleterious mutations. Since a 
running  ratchet  increases  the  mutational  load,  an  elevated  mutation  rate 
should be counter-selected. This would happen with some delay, as the actu-
al effects on the fitness would come from the deleterious mutations accumu-
lating and not the mutation rate itself. This would still lower the possibilities 
of such a rate increment to become fixed in the population, but if the change 
in mutation rate is small enough, there will be no immediate decrease in fit-
ness and the elevated rate might easily become fixed. The new higher rate 
will make further fixations of even higher rates more probable and will also 
allow fixation of mutations that were previously too deleterious. This pro-
cess  is  highly dangerous for the organism as  an increasing mutation rate 
leads to a much larger acceleration of the ratchet.
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Models
To model mutators, all individuals in the population were allowed to have 
different mutation rates, which proved Haigh's model to be impractical as the 
distribution of the next generation was very hard to calculate. Most work 
was thus done using a Moran model where mutations acquired had a probab-
ility of being a mutator instead of being deleterious. This meant that an in-
creased mutation rate was in itself neutral but countered by lethal effects and 
the increased rate of the ratchet that it caused.

When back-mutations are introduced into the system, the inevitability of the 
ratchet is converted into a steady state behaviour when the number of clicks 
have made the targets for back mutations so abundant that  the clicks are  
equally counteracted by the back mutations. Since mutator mutations also 
can be reverted or compensated, the mutation rate also might come to an 
equilibrium when back-mutations are abundant enough to counter the mutat-
or mutations. This would mean that both fitness-loss and mutation rate can 
be brought to a standstill.

The factor by which the mutation rate was increased or decreased, f as well 
as Q, the ratio between the fraction of mutation being mutators and the frac-
tion being antimutators were kept constant within single simulations.

Results
The results show that if rate increments from mutator mutations are small 
enough,  they  cannot  be  properly  counter-selected.  However,  as  the  steps 
grow larger,  the  probability  of  fixing  a  mutator  mutation  becomes  very 
small. Also, it depends on the absolute change in mutation rate and not only 
on the factor by which it increases. The time it takes until fixation of a new 
mutation rate increases much faster than the factor by which the mutation 
rate is being increased. The effect on the mutation rate is however largest  
when the factor is about 1.15, which gives the maximum increment per time. 

If  the mutation rate  changes,  the ratchet-like  accumulation of  deleterious 
mutations could speed up or stop altogether. Due to this feedback amplifica-
tion present in the system, even a moderate change in the mutation rate in-
creases the accumulation of deleterious mutations, including those that fur-
ther increase (or decrease) the mutation rate.
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Figure 3: Mutation-rate equilibria for N = 500,  tmut = 0.01, s  = 0.1,  U0 = 0.025; f = 
1.5, tlet = 0.1,  Q = 0.05. The black curve and left y-scale show the fitness. The red 
curves and the right y-scale show the fitness-loss rate per million generations calcu-
lated as a running average over 2×104 generations with a median value on the dotted 
line. The blue curves show the fluctuations in mutation rate with their median value 
also on the dotted line.

In Figure 3 one can see that an increase in  U causes the fitness loss to in-
crease much more. Even a  mutation rate that is considered quite stable could 
vary by orders of magnitude in short times, and the fitness may be signific-
antly damaged in relatively short time as a result of these fluctuations in the 
mutation rate. 

Conclusions
Altering the mutation rate could be the result of a small tweaking of a single 
enzyme  or  the  complete  disruption  of  proof-reading.  Thus,  the  resulting 
mutation rate may vary in a broad range. However, large changes are very 
uncommon and tend to be countered by selection rather than being spread.

If mutators can emerge in a population, they will continue to do so. How-
ever, if the conditions are not right, e.g. no recent environmental change, the 
mutators will soon be cluttered with deleterious mutations and stop replicat-
ing due to being out-competed by more fit individuals. This means that they 
will be present in a very small amount in the population until there is a need 
for drastic change. The dynamics can still make the species go extinct if the 
mutation rate by chance increases too much and the system is very sensitive 
to such alterations. This means that in every asexual population there will be 
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a threat of Muller's ratchet speeding the species towards doom, even if it 
stays safe for millions of generations. 

If the mutation rate was able to accumulate freely in small steps, this would 
clearly be disastrous for the organism. Deleterious mutation would quickly 
overtake the population and counter-selection would not be enough to stop 
this. Thus, there is probably a balance where slight increments in mutation 
rate are equilibrated through the fixation of antimutators. However, this is a 
precarious balance that is prone to violent fluctuations due to the feedback 
amplification between the ratchet rate and mutator fixation (See Figure 3).
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Paper III – Genetic load
Paper III covers what happens to the fitness of a population and how the 
mutations are distributed. Mutations of small effect often have a larger effect 
on both fitness level and the rate by which the organism loses fitness. This is 
looked at from the viewpoint of Muller's ratchet and a population in fitness 
equilibrium.  To  illustrate  this,  the  distribution  of  the  selective  effects  of 
mutations is closely examined over long periods of time, usually millions of 
generations. 

Paper III looks in detail on the distribution of fitness effects present in the 
population at any time and how that influences the stationary fitness level in 
a sexual population. It also compares the fitness-loss rate in a sexual popula-
tion to the ratchet in an asexual. To possibly stop the ratchet from collapsing 
the  fitness,  back-mutations  are  introduced  and  the  requirements  are  ex-
amined. Finally, Paper III confirms the boundaries of the categories from Pa-
per I by looking at the behaviour and fixations of the distribution of s-values.

Models
This  work  starts  in  traditional  gene-frequency  modelling  (Wright  1937; 
Kimura et al. 1963; Crow and Kimura 1970), which for haploid genomes can 
be written: 

ϕ ( x)=C−1 x2 Nu−1(1−x)2Nv−1 e2Nsx  (6)

ϕ expresses the probability density that the mutation is present in the fraction 
x of the population and C is a normalization factor. This and the distribution 
of  s-values make it possible to calculate the expected mean fitness of the 
population in a stationary state. If the population is not in a stationary state, 
the density of fixed mutations with effect (1-s) can be expressed as the fol-
lowing at time t: 

m(s , t)=uM
v

ρ(s)e−2 sN (1−e−r ( s)t)

r (s)=vNP fix
back=2 sNv e2 sN

e2 sN−1

(7)

Here,  u is the mutation rate per site and  M is the number of sites where a 
mutation can occur and r(s) is the exponential relaxation rate. The combina-
tion uM is the total deleterious  mutation rate also referred to as U.
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The fitness w at time t could then be expressed as the following: 

−ln(w)=∫
0

1

s⋅(m(s ,t ))d s (8)

The second model used is a Moran model previously used in Paper I and II,  
but back-mutations were introduced such that in each replication a mutated 
site could be reverted (or compensated) by a mutation occurring with prob-
ability v. This means that mutations are explicitly tracked through the entire 
simulation in order to see how they are distributed and to be able to follow 
any trends and patterns in the proportions of mutations present and/or fixed 
in the population. The fitness and effective population size Neb could be es-
timated using the results from Paper I. This approach was also used when 
comparing the ratchet in asexual populations to the fitness-loss of recombin-
ing genomes.

Results
The rate of the ratchet decreases as the population size (N) grows larger, as 
was expected.
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Figure 4: The ratchet rate of fitness loss for exponentially distributed s-values as a 
function of population size for  s  = 10-3. Solid curves are the predicted results for 
Muller’s ratchet (see Paper I), dash-dot curves are predicted results for recombining 
genomes, data points are from simulations of Muller’s ratchet (see Paper I and III). 
Blue, brown, green and cyan curves are for uM = 10-1, 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, respectively.

As the population size increases (to the right in the Figure 4), the difference 
between fitness-loss from a ratchet (solid lines for estimates and circles for 
simulations) in an asexual population and the fitness-loss from independent 
fixations (dotted lines) in a sexual population also grows larger.

Small populations are threatened by genetic drift regardless of recombina-
tion, and it is in large populations containing sizable genomes that a loss of 
recombination would have the most effect.

The results from the difference between independent fixation and the ratchet 
suggest that the ratchet does not operate if U / s̄ ≲ 0.1 or s̄ N < 1.
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The fixation probability, in the ratchet, of mutations with different s-values is 
exponentially distributed in s as seen in the following figure: 

Figure 5: N = 1000, uM = 0.05, s = 0.05, Neb = 338, v = 10-6. Bars show the number 
of mutations per individual as a function of their fitness effect (-s) within bins of size 
Δs = 10-4. Bars are marked in black, red and blue for categories 1, 2 and 3 respect-
ively.

Above the horizontal blue line are mutations that have been fixed. Both cat-
egories 2 and 3 (red and blue respectively) have been fixed and the regres-
sion line shows the exponential distribution.

Back-mutations can be used to stop the ratchet at a fitness that is reasonably 
high (larger than e-uM-1) when v > uM s̄ (1+β s̄ N eb)

−2 where  β  is the 
slope of the distribution.

Conclusions
Parameters  from  different  organisms show  that  free-living  bacteria  with 
small genomes and large population sizes would be almost unaffected by the 
ratchet even if they were to be completely devoid of swapping genetic ma-
terial between individuals. On the other hand, multicellular eukaryotes have 
the opposite situation where recombination seems absolutely crucial for sur-
vival. 
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A ratchet  equilibrated by back-mutations or a ratchet with a constant  fit-
ness-loss rate both have an exponential distribution of fixed effects. A ratchet 
by definition amplifies the fixation probability of deleterious mutation, and 
this can easily be seen as a much flatter distribution for categories 2 and 3 
when the ratchet is operating.

The ratchet can be stopped by back-mutations, but the rate of each of those 
back-mutations have to be larger than the total rate of fitness loss over all  
sites. Thus, back-mutations are unlikely to play a major part in stopping the 
ratchet. However, if compensatory mutations are numerous enough, v might 
possibly be large enough to effectively counter the ratchet.
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Conclusions

This thesis covers some aspects of evolution that continues to be a problem 
for asexual populations. It illuminates some new ways of looking at a very 
old problem and hopefully increases the understanding of evolution, which is 
very important for many areas of science. In order to continue to discover  
new things about biological processes, it is important to keep developing 
new ways to look at problems, both new and old. Using in silico technology 
proves to be such a way where fields of science traditionally located inside a 
laboratory can be vastly extended and processes covering billions of years 
dealt  with.  In  the  future,  computer  simulations  might  prove  increasingly 
valuable.

The  theories  in  this  thesis  are  mostly  developed  to  understand  Muller's 
ratchet, which is only a small part of evolution, but as a process it is fairly 
straight forward to examine and simulate and not without applications for 
real life. After all,  working with mutations and selection increases under-
standing of the building blocks of life and nature.
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Summary in Swedish

Evolutionsmodeller och Mullers ratchet
Alla livsformer utvecklas. Vissa är bara bättre på det än andra. Välanpassade 
individer har större inflytande över nästa generation. Det är emellertid svårt 
att avgöra varför en viss individ är bättre anpassad än en annan. Evolution är 
ett enormt fält, och denna avhandling behandlar endast en liten del av den.

En population är ett antal individer som konkurrerar om samma resurser i 
samma miljö samtidigt. Varje population kommer att förändras under tidens 
gång allt eftersom individer föds eller dör. Storleken av populationen är anta-
let individer som utgör populationen. Man kan definiera den effektiva popu-
lationsstorleken som antalet förökande individer i en ideal population som 
skulle ge samma spridning av allelfrekvenser under slumpmässig genetisk 
drift eller samma mängd inavel som populationen i fråga. Detta är mycket 
svårt att mäta eftersom varje släktskap mellan individer sänker den effektiva 
populationsstorleken.

I den här avhandlingen utgår jag från evolution som den process som väljer 
vilka individer som får producera avkomma baserat på ärftliga egenskaper. 
Nästa generation kommer sannolikt att till större del bestå av avkomma till 
väl anpassade individer. Det innebär att evolution har en tendens att göra en 
population mer anpassad till sin nuvarande miljö, men helt säkert är det inte.  
På grund av slump eller en alltför snabbt föränderlig miljö, kan en popula-
tion  snabbt  visa  sig  vara  dåligt  anpassad  till  sin  omgivning.

Organismer är ständigt utsatta för misstag i replikationsprocessen, vilket le-
der till små förändringar av genomet, d v s mutationer. Mutationer är nästan 
alltid skadliga och skadar individens chanser att föröka sig, vilket reducerar 
chansen att sprida sina gener i kommande generationer. Mutationer är emel-
lertid också en av förutsättningarna för evolution, eftersom dessa små för-
ändringar ibland kan visa sig vara användbara och faktiskt förbättra indivi-
dens miljöanpassning. Att kunna ändra sin arvsmassa är t o m avgörande för 
att passa nya förutsättningar. Att inte kunna anpassa sig leder med all säker-
het till utrotning i det långa loppet eftersom miljön med all sannolikhet kom-
mer att ändras. Om alltför många skadliga mutationer ansamlas i populatio-
nen kan det dock leda till snabb utrotning av arten.
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Mullers ratchet (spärrhjulsmekanism) är en process där skadliga mutationer 
anrikas i en icke-rekombinerande population. Avsaknaden av rekombination 
gör det omöjligt att återskapa den bästa individen när den genom slump har 
förlorats till skadliga mutationer, utom genom bakåtmutationer. Sådana bak-
åtmutationer är mycket sällsynta eftersom de kräver en exakt återgång av 
mutationen i fråga. Mekanismen sägs ha "klickat" när den enskilt bästa indi-
viden försvinner från befolkningen, oavsett hur och vilka mutationer resten 
har ansamlat. Detta klick sänker då konkurrensen i befolkningen och gener 
tidigare alltför olämpliga kommer nu att ha en ökad sannolikhet att överleva. 
Eftersom ingen rekombination sker,  börjar  processen sedan om igen med 
oförminskad kraft. Den nu sämre anpassade populationen kommer att löpa 
samma risk att förlora den bästa individen och detta kommer så småningom 
bringa hela arten till undergång om inget  stoppar Mullers ratchet från att 
klicka.

Om mutationer uppstår i ett korrekturläsningssystem, kan det skada cellens 
förmåga att korrigera mutationer och hålla dess DNA stabilt och individen 
och dess avkomma blir mer felbenägna och mottagliga för ännu fler mutatio-
ner. Upp till hundra eller till och med tusen gånger den normala mutations-
hastigheten har observerats i dessa så kallade mutatorindivider när hela repa-
rationssystem förstörs. Denna högre mutationshastighet är nästan alltid skad-
lig för individen eftersom de flesta mutationer skadar dess DNA. Det finns 
emellertid vissa fördelar för populationen som helhet av mutatorer. I händel-
se av en drastisk miljöförändring, kan en mutator använda sin höga muta-
tionshastighet till att  anpassa sig snabbare till de nya förutsättningarna. Det-
ta innebär att det kan vara evolutionärt positivt för populationen att ha ett an-
tal mutatorer eller att kunna utveckla mutatorer med kort varsel. 

Denna avhandling behandlar aspekter av evolution som fortsätter att vara ett 
problem för asexuella populationer. Den belyser också några nya sätt att se 
på ett mycket gammalt problem och förhoppningsvis ökar den förståelsen av 
evolution, vilket är mycket viktigt för många områden inom vetenskapen. 
För att fortsätta att upptäcka nya saker om biologiska processer, är det viktigt 
att fortsätta utveckla nya sätt att se på problem, både nya och gamla. Teorier-
na i denna avhandling är främst utvecklade för att förstå Mullers ratchet, vil-
ken bara en liten del av evolutionen, men arbetet kan förhoppningsvis öka 
förståelsen av hur livets byggstenar och naturen runt oss fungerar. 
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